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Current complaints:

• Executives are paid too much

• Incentive pay schemes are flawed because the link between 
executive pay and company performance is ‘mixed’ at best

• Executive pay gap
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Current environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Possible causes of rising executive payBoard compensation is a “hot topic” and intense public scrutiny of executive remunerationMost obvious connection is the ratcheting effect of salary surveysUntil the downturn, the economic performance of listed entities had been on an upward trend for a decade or longer	- if company results improved for whatever reason, executives received higher pay and drove incentive remuneration up whether under the control of the CEO & his team or not	- adoption of lumps-sum payments increased the remuneration even furtherInappropriate behaviour of executives – large bonuses, failing company, lavish lifestylesMedia pressure2. Incentives have an impact on behaviour, only when the recipient can see a direct link from their actions to the results achieved and the reward they will receive3. Executive pay gapPay gap of 250-300 times in South AfricaPay disputes – focus on pay gapPolitical implications – comments made by government ministers e.g. Pravin GordanCultural impact and social consequences
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Guaranteed package
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Executive directors’ remuneration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looks at entire JSE – companies by sizeGuaranteed package = base and benefits.Increases in all cases.Large cap – increases in 2009 levelling offConsider market trends in SA on an annual basis.Data available as at 30 April 2010.All JSE listed companies.Split by market cap:Large – top 40Medium – 41-60Small – 61 to endConsider lower quartile, median and upper quartile Consider pay for performance and typical packages
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Sector summary (base pay)
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SECTOR BASE PAY 2009 
(R’000)

BASE PAY 2008 
(R’000)

BASE PAY 2007 
(R’000)

BASE PAY 2006 
(R’000)

Basic resources 4,717 4,140 3,445 2,532

Financial services 3,786 3,591 3,317 2,971

Industrial 6,339 6,178 3,234 2,787

Services 3,320 3,175 3,724 2,533

Executive directors’ remuneration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider 4 largest sectors on JSELarge cap companies onlyMedian level i.e. 50% above and 50% below this level
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• Strengthen the independence of non-executive directors and 
the role of remuneration committees

• Strengthen the link between pay and performance

• Increase the shareholders’ rights to elect directors and to 
express their views on remuneration plans

Building trust between executives, shareholders and 
remuneration committee
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Solutions offered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SolutionCan there be? Will taking money away from executives deal with the problem? We have not seen a decrease in guaranteed pay. Globaly, NEDs have seen pay freezes, but not in SAFlight risk for our SA executives - attraction and retention of scarce skills.Corporate governance has become the top agenda item in 2010 for SA companies.Other considerations:Executive compensation is symptomatic of larger societal issues – we should consider the purpose of executive compensation – what behaviours, attitudes and values are we trying to motivate in our business leaders?Possibly rethink how we pay executives and for what, so that they are motivated not only to create wealth for themselves, but also to build companies that have serve their employees and society as a whole:e.g. continued employment, properly financed pension plans, environment
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Key agenda item in 2010 for 
South African companies

Triggered by economic 
downturn

King III
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Corporate governance – compliance to maturity

Emphasis on remuneration
• Role of remuneration 

committee
• Disclosure 
• Accountability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the main issues which boards have had to grapple with in 2010.Governance is a wide issue – concentrate on compensation only.Increased demands on the board and its committees.Partly triggered by financial crisis and the need to get things in order, but also more shareholder interaction and accountability.Initial focus on financial services sector but has widened.King III in SA – effective 1 March 2010Remuneration perspective focuses on 3 main areas
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Building trust between executives, shareholders and 
remuneration committee

Objective approach

Independent overseers and guardians

Robust processes

Transparency
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Corporate governance – role of remuneration committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Should be responsible for compensation policy throughout the company but particular focus on executivesMade up of NEDs – majority should be independent.Executives can’t set and administer their own remuneration and need objectivity.Criticism of executive remuneration led to blame resting with remuneration committee:Not challenging executivesDon’t understand issuesNot relating compensation to the business and considering in isolationOver reliance on data and not applying their minds to the issuesLack of communication and transparencyShareholders need to have confidence in remuneration committee. Chairperson is key.Need proper processes and must be disclosed. No secrecy.Increased responsibilities.
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New emphasis in South Africa 
and elsewhere

Remuneration report:

• Policy

• Application

• Payments
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Corporate governance – disclosure

Controversy:
• Level of detail required
• Disclosure of non

directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
King III – full disclosure of remuneration policy and payments made. Shift change for SA companies.Tables in annual financial statements unlikely to be sufficient.Shareholders and investors need to understand what is paid and why.Three phases of a remuneration report.Globally – UK (Walker review and financial services), Australia, US SEC proxy requirements, EU.Top 3 – not common. Australia = top 5 by reference to authority not amount earned. Named.Pros and cons of naming – confidentiality, what is achieved, employee relations.Current trends in SA market.
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“Say on pay”

Consequences of a no vote

Shareholder activism and interaction
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Corporate governance – accountability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remuneration committee and board must be accountable to shareholders.Say on pay is not new globally – UK (2002), Netherlands, Sweden, Norway.Likely to be key themes into 2011.Introduced by King IIIBeing introduced in USA – Restoring American Financial Stability Act 2010. Awaiting signature into law by Obama.Non-binding advisory.Backlash in UK in 2009. Adverse publicity.Additional explanations and relations with shareholders.Walker Review – UK. Less than 75% and remuneration committee chairperson must stand for re-election.UK CGC ended up with re election of all NEDs on an annual basisAustralia – propose 2 no votes of 25% or higher and remuneration committee members must stand for re-election.Use the remuneration report and vote to company’s advantage.
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Corporate governance – global summary

Governance/Disclosure Tax Shareholder

• Increase in required 
disclosure/transparency
• Corporate governance 

codes
• Other regulatory actions
• Board/supervisory structures 

– independent 
compensation committees

• Limitations on severance 
arrangements

• “Say on pay”
• Increase in territories
• Application to specific 

elements of remuneration

• Taxes on banking 
sector bonuses

• Changes in tax 
treatment of 
equity/carried interest

• Overall increases in 
personal income tax 
rates

• Changes in tax 
treatment of qualified 
pension arrangements

• Deduction limits on 
severance 
arrangements

• Explicit link between pay 
and performance

• Enhanced focus on risk 
alignment

• Limits on 
fixed/guaranteed 
elements of pay and 
perquisites

• Long-term share 
ownership

• Limits on severance 
arrangements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial focus on financial services sector but has widened.Globally – UK (CGC amends in June 2010 and Stewardship Code)Australia, Netherlands, India, Ireland, GermanyKing III in SA – effective 1 March 2010Compensation perspective focuses on 3 main areas
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Market reactions
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Market reactions

Many initial reactions to changes in 
the landscape have focused on 
program design and structure

• Metrics

• Deferral/time horizons

The next phase of compensation 
risk management will likely 
address governance, process and 
quality of information to support 
decisions

Remuneration committee:
Broader remit related to risk and 
governance in committee charter

Program design and structure:
Stronger focus on long-term 
compensation
Include risk dimension in review 
and evaluation

Process and administration:
Stakeholder engagement
Enhanced analyses
Process documentation
Role of control functions

Market reactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary following corporate governance and financial services sectionsWhat we are seeing already in the market as a reaction to global trends
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Media

Tax 
Authorities

Regulators

Broader 
Employees

Executives

Shareholders

Board of 
Directors

Legislators

Executive 
Compensation

How will companies manage these complex relationships? 

Market reactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on engagement with key stakeholdersLarger number of stakeholders than previously
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Future developments

• Regulation and intervention

• Deferral

• Emphasis on risk adjustment

• Engagement with stakeholders

• Pay for performance is key

Likely to extend beyond financial services sector into the market 
in general
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Market reactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Awaiting further response from SARBIssue not going away although SA faired well in downturnAlready seeing movement by banks – deferral and risk alignmentDeferral common in UK – 72% of FTSE 100 companies operate DBP. Follow UK trends
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Global Reward Workshop 2010

PwC research conducted in 2008/2009:

• Misalignment of TSR measures and shareholder outcomes

• Weak relationship between reward and performance in governance age

• Private-equity style plans – can be effective

• Interview programme: bonus motivating, LTIs not motivating

Pay for performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Criticism levied at the relationship between pay and performance



Slide 21
Global Reward Workshop 2010

Long tenure Average CEO tenure (in role as CEO) 10 -15 years

High share ownership
Guidelines at mid to high end of market practice

Actual shareholdings well ahead of guidelines with 
emphasis on share owndership

Performance bias (US)
Companies use performance-based plans as well as 
time-vesting, with claw-back in case of material 
restatement or unethical behaviour

Transparent, relevant 
metrics in LTI

Performance plans have simple metrics relevant to 
business context (e.g. less use of relative TSR)

Pay for performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research question:  	Is there a best practice approach to reward adopted by high-performing 			companies? Approach:   Identified high performing UK and US multinationals companies using analysis over rolling 3 year periods ending in the last decade (2000-2010).   Applied analysis to current FTSE 100 and S&P 500 companies listed in 1997 Segmented into sectors Compared, over rolling three year periods:Growth in TSR Growth in EPS Growth in Economic Profit Growth in cashflow Growth in revenueRelative Market to book value (MTBV)
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Global Reward Workshop 2010

Focus on financial 
metrics in STI

Higher proportion of bonus based on financial measures, 
with less use of non-financial balanced scorecards in pay

Relative simplicity
Compensation plans are relatively simple relative to 
market practice (i.e., fewer complex performance plans, 
limited use of multiple bonus plans)

Infrequent change
Programmes tend to be left in place for a number of 
years rather than changed each year

Pay for performance
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Can there be a real link?
How do you measure performance effectively?
How do you link the performance of the company and 
executives?
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Pay for performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effectiveness of long-term incentives has been questioned. Do they really drive performance?Short comings of traditional structures e.g. use of TSR, line of sight for executives, volatilityCompare executives’ compensation with company performance e.g. as % of turnover, EBITDA, HEPS etc.Alternative models:Salary and shares – simple structure and direct alignment through shareholdingDeferred bonus – increased cash element and deferral paid in sharesBonus banking – partial deferral of annual bonus with clawback operating. Avoids feast and famineShould only reward performance
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Structuring fees

Fixed fees

Fixed board fee plus set 
fees for either chairperson 
of member of a committee 

– the aggregate is 
reported

Fixed fees for each 
category of meeting, 

aggregated to the total 
paid, and based on a pre-
arranged agenda for the 

ensuing year

Fixed fees for each 
category of meeting, 

aggregated to the total 
paid, with the proviso that 

there is no payment for 
non-attendance
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market experience is that fees can be set in 4 ways.Most common is board plus committee
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King III
Fees should:

• Recognise responsibilities borne throughout the year

• Comprise a base fee and meeting attendance fee

• Non-executive directors should not receive incentives
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May see shift in fee structures based on King III.Is it correct that meeting attendance should be taken into account? Input rather than attendance? Avoid tick box exercise.Shift in SA trends regarding incentives. Previously was participation in share incentive schemes. Hinders independence and objectivity.
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Setting fee levels and factors to consider

Attendance

ContributionSize of the 
organisation
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Non-executive directors’ fees
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Time commitment (UK)
Number of service days

Industrial and service companies by revenue 

By revenues Chairman Deputy Chairman Director

Up to £75m

Lower quartile 18 19 12
Median 23 30 15
Upper quartile 32 41 20
£75m - £250m

Lower quartile 25 20 12
Median 30 25 20
Upper quartile 76 28 20
£250m - £750m

Lower quartile 31 14
Median 48 15
Upper quartile 64 25
£750m - £2,500m

Lower quartile 26 42 15
Median 50 51 20
Upper quartile 95 106 24
Over £2,500

Lower quartile 75 15
Median 100 160 20
Upper quartile 123 22
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a strong correlation between size of company and time commitment.
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Possible process
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Organisation
“size”Peer

Group

• No of employees
• Market cap
• Turnover
• Profit after tax

InternationalLocal Global

Chairperson
(weight: 1.5)

Deputy Chair
(weight: 1.5)

Lead Director
(weight: 1.5) NED(weight: 1.0)

Committee member
(weight: 1.0)

Committee Chair (weight: 
between 1.33 and 1.2 

depending on the committee)
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Trends in the South African market

JSE listed companies

Publicly available data

Split between chairperson and non-executive director

Total fees paid
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
market trends in SA on an annual basis.Data available as at 30 November 2009.All JSE listed companies.Split by market cap:Large – top 40Medium – 41-60Small – 61 to endConsider lower quartile, median and upper quartile Total fees paid – board, committees, attendance
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Chairpersons’ total fees
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Median level saw increase of 15%Still debate around whether levels are appropriate given duties and responsiblities
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Non-executive directors’ total fees
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Non-executive directors’ fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All directors other than chairpersonsEntire JSEMedian level saw 13% increase
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Priorities for 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of issues considered in presentationFocus on remuneration committee’s work as key in board compensation
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Questions?
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